Abstract-In this paper, the author presents the estimation method of the multimedia fingerprinting code base on BIBD and investigates PSNR of the experimental images according to BIBD code length. Fingerprinting code has become a promising approach to increase the intensity of multimedia content protection.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the diffusion of Internet growth, the illegal copy and distribution of multimedia content is increased with the serious tendency. Accordingly, the tracing of the illegal distribution has to be possible for the copyright protection and cutoff of an illegal copy of multimedia content [1] .
Multimedia fmgerprinting technology [2] [3] [4] is appeared on the solutions to these problems and multimedia fmgerprinting code includes the information of the content owner and buyers. Colluders remove the inserted fingerprinting code then they regenerate the collusion codes and can distribute illegally by insert the collusion code into content. Thus, multimedia fingerprinting code has to be generated in order to be robust in this kind of the collusion attack by the colluders [5] .
For the multimedia content protection, BmD code that satisfies the characteristics of AAC (Anti-Collusion code) so the application of BIBD (Balanced Incomplete Block Design) code on the fmgerprinting code was progressed in many researches [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
In this paper, the collusion code generated based on BIBD code is evaluated and PSNR of the experimental images according to BmD code length is computed also. The kind of collusion attacks used for the estimation algorithm of the proposed collusion code generation is an average computing (Average) and logical combinations (AND, OR and EXOR).
In Section 2, the theoretical background of the BIBD code characteristic is explained and the evaluation algorithm of the collusion code is proposed in Section 3. The image PSNR according to the length of the fingerprinting code base on BIBD is measured in Section 4 and the conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
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II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
BlBD Characteristics
In this section, the BIBD code characteristics are briefly introduced as for a requirement of multimedia fingerprinting code. Multimedia fmgerprinting is content's security technology based on watermarking technology. To improve the weak point that illegal content distribution process remains an unknown, fingerprinting technology has been being researched [10] .
Compounding a problem of BIBD code, which is using a matrix model to produce code satisfied with constraints [13] .
Where v: number of processed.
k: number of processing contained in one block. b: number of blocks. r: number of repetition of each processing (k<v).
A: number of blocks that each processed pair appears in.
5 parameters are satisfying following two limitation conditions.
BmD is simply able to express with {v, Ie, A}.
If X = {Xi } ;=1 and A = {A j} �=1 , then BmD's incidence matrix becomes matrix M as Eq. (5).
Therefore, M satisfies Eq. (6).
All row vectors of the incidence matrix M in BIBD became a multimedia fmgerprinting code and then authorize users. This M can be used like ACC, which is presented in (7) .
For example, BIBD code for multimedia fingerprinting is also appeared in (7). The author can have gained the incidence matrix M about one of the block designs based on BIBD when {V,k,A} are {7,4,1}. This code requires 7bits for 7 users and 1-resiliency since any two column vectors share a unique pair of 1 bit.
In Eq. (7), vn 's row vector (n=I�7) will be User n's fingerprinting code for his purchased media content.
III. PROPOSED THE GENERATION OF FINGERPRINTING CODE
In this paper, the collusion attack code is generated with Average attack [11, 14, 15] and also the Logic operation attacks (AND, OR and EXOR) added in the proposed algorithm for the evaluation of collusion code. Figure 1 shows the evaluation algorithm of the collusion code about the fmgerprinting code based on BIBD code which satisfies the characteristics of collusion code. In Figure 1 , colluders generate the collusion code with logic operations of AND OR, and the XOR. In case the bit stream of "all 0" or "alII" is generated <D, colluders attempt the Averaging attack C>. And <l>is the evaluation of the collusion code generation. Figure 2 shows the collusion code generation [15] of Averaging attack. 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
On Averaging attack, Table 1 and Figure 3 represent the number of the collusion codes in which they cannot use according to the threshold value. Among 119 codes which able to collude, the useless collusion codes is 56 least at threshold value 0.34�0.39 in Figure 1 (2 On Averaging attack of the BIBD code{7,4,l} generation, the number of collusion codes is 56 by XOR logic operation among the number of 119 collusion codes. The correlation coefficient of 56 codes in Table 1 is 1 and -1 each and that number is 28 each. And those results are computed on the number of the colluder is 3 and 4 each. In the experimental result, the fmgerprinting code base on BIBD code proposed in this paper is generated and evaluated.
According to the kind of collusion operation and the number of the colluder, the number of collusion code Yc is formed like Eq. (9)-{1l) . In here C is 3 kinds of operations(AND, OR and XOR) y AND=O.88c�-12.25c3n+51.63c2n-54.25c n-14
y OR=2.63c� -43. 75c3n +256.38c2n -614.25c n -511 (10) y ExoR=O.58c�-8.17c3n+37.92c 2n-65.33c n-35
where Cn : number of colluder v: vof BIBD k: cn-l
For the experiment, the generated collusion code base on BIBD code in this paper is applied to 256X256 color images. The 7�127bits collusion code was inserted in Y component of the color images and the gray level image and then image quality PSNR was measured. Figure 4 is the original images which used in an experiment. (a)Lena In Table 3 and 4, polynomial expression of BIBD code length is Eq. (12) by regression analysis according to PSNR values. And polynomial coefficient is represented in Table 5 . And according to Eq. (12), the computed result of BIBD code length is shown in Figure 7 . In the case of greater 86 PSNR, the inserted BIBD code length in Y component image is shorter than gray level image processing. And in the case of lower 86 PSNR, the inserted BIBD code length of gray level image is shorter than Y component image processing. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the fingerprinting code of the collusion attack of AND, OR, XOR and Averaging operations were evaluated for the collusion attack of the BIBD code. When 7-127bits BIBD code was used as fmgerprinting code, the usable range of the collusion code was computed for the tracing collusion. The proposed algorithm which able to choose the useless code to defme some colluders. When the collusion code was generated with 7bits BIBD code, among the total 119 collusion codes, the useless cods were 91 at the collusion of AND operation, 63 at the collusion of OR operation and 7 at the collusion of EXOR operation. The proposed algorithm could be efficiency manage the collusion code of fmgerprinting code base on BIBD code. 
